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ABSTRACT 

A new concept of spectral fuzzy sets ha~ been introduce<.l for dealing with the uncertainty 
in ~ubjective assignment of membership value to the clements of a fuzzy ~et. The concept is 
characterized by a ~el of membership functions reflecting an individual's (or several 
individuals') opinion. The uncertainty due to spcclralness has becn explaine<.l. To <.Iemon
stratc [he necessity and effectiveness of this concept, Lhe problem of image scgmcnlation is 
comidcrcd as an example. Here the uncertainty may arise from differences in opinion in 
sdcCI i"g a threshol<.l from an ambiguous flat-valleyed histogram and in ~clecting i II-<.Ie uned 

\	 regIon boundaries. It has been shown that the new concept can be considere<.l as a useful tool 
for the managcmel1l of such uncertainty since it allows the irnplcrnent<Jtion of soft deci~ions 

on the basis of various opinions on membership functions resulting in a ban<.l of thresholds 
with their respective uncertainties. A hard (crisp) decision obviously correspon<.ls to one with 
minimum uncertainty. Besides the intro<.luction of a new concept of specl ral fua.y set, the 
work abo shows a natural and appropriate way that the incertitude arising from settling a 
deunite <.Iegree of fuzziness (or from <.Ieuning a precise membership function) may still lead 
10 son decisions when the image regions are ill-<.Ieuned. 

I.	 INTRODUCTION 

Zadeh [I] first proposed a certain l"ol'llIal solution to the ancient problem 
that the classes of objects encountered ill the real world do not always have 
precisely defined memberships, There are sets that do not have a rigid 
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d.emarcating boundary for which " gradual transillOI1 fr0111 zero to unity 
membership can be assigned. Thcsc scts arc namcd fuzzy sets, classes with a 
continuum of grades of mcmbership. The theory or fuzzy sets in the areas or 
reasoning, pattern recognition, and image processing l2-61, by taking into 
account some uncertainties, imprecision, and vagueness inhcrcnt in pallerns 
and in the statements and conclusions of human beings, proved its worth well 
(or at least cqually wcll) over two-valucd classical set thcory. Thc thcory is 
morc general, natural, and flexible (clastic), and it provides approximate but 
cffective results. 

The flexibility of the theory is <lssoelated with thc conecpt of its membership 
function. The grade of membership is not a prob<lbility. B<lsically it is a 
measure of the compatibility of an objcct with the concept rcpresented by a 
fuzzy set. For examp~c, 0.3 is the compatibility of someone with thc set "tall" 
and it is not the probability that he is lall. In other words, the value 0.3 is 
rclatcd to the extent to which Ihl: CUllccpt n.:presentcd by "tall" must be 
stretched to fit him. The higher the vaillt' of memhership, the Icsser will be the 
amount of stretching of the concept. [II this scnse, fU/.l.incss is analogous to 
elasticity [7 J, 

Since the grade of membership is both subjective and dependent on context, 
some difficulty of adjudging the membership value still remains. In fact, one of 
the controversial issues of fuzzy set theory application, which not only the 
critics but also the users feel, is the evaluation of memhership functions. That 
is, how do we assess the membership of each clement or a set, regarding which 
opinions can vary, giving rise to uncertainties? For example, having the 
opinions of 10 peoplc on the membership of hcight betwccn 5 fcet and 6 feet in 
the set of "tall persons," thcre would be subtle to conspicuous differences 
among their opinions. Again, a person himself also somctimes varies in his 
opinion whcn glven the task of' evalualing the appropriate membership. 

The discussion just mentioned shows thal it is difficult to select an appropri
ate membership function. On thc othcr hand, it would be very welcome if all 
opinions could bc given their due respect and further operations could bc done 
with all the membership values. So, the case of a set or a band (spectrum) of 
opinions on mcmhership functions comcs into thc picturc. All altclllpt al 
introducing a new set, called the spectral fuzzY set (or, Sp-fuu:y set, for 
short), where instead of a single unique membership function a sct of funct iOl1s 
reflecting various opinions on mcmbcrship of clements is considercd so that 
each membership grade is attached to one of these functions, is made in this 
paper. 

It has been observed that human beings do not find it very difficult to assign 
memberships to elements that have eithcr very low or very high possibllily of 
bdonging to that sct. For example. opinions rcgarding the memhcrship of a 
man whose height is 5 reet in the sct of "tall mcn" may l10l vary widely 
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because it is a well-agreecl-upon fact that he is not tall. On the other ham!. if a 
man's height is 5 feet 6 inches, opinions regarding his "tallness membership" 
can vary widely. Let us take another example from real life. If someone is 
asked to give a full glass of water several times with the same glass, the 
variation in the amount of water will be less compared to the case when half a 
glass of water is asked for. Similar observations may be made when the task is 
pcrfonned by several people. It therefore appears that the variation in member
ship function assignment is high for the elements having fairly medium 
belongingness. 

The degree of fuzziness (d2) of a set as measured by the index of fuzziness 
[8], entropy [9], and index of crispness [lOl provides, on a global level, an 
average amount of difficulty in deciding whether an clement would be consid
ered as a member of the set or not. Besides these, the sp-fuzzy set has one 
more ambiguity (or difficully) d l rcgarding the assessmcnt of memhership 
value of an clement. This may be called the" spectral index." 

All these aspects have bcen deal! with in this paper. Finally. the problem of 
image thresholding has been consiucrcd. as an illustration, to UClllonstrate the 
necessity and effectiveness of the concept of spectral fuzzy sets. Consider, for 
example, the problem of object/background classification by defining a mem
bership function (on the gray scale) characterizing a fuzzy set "object region." 
Here (especially when the regions are ill-defined), opinions may vary among 
individuals in defining such a function, i.e., in assigning membership value on 
a gray scale denoting the degree of belonging of a level to the object region. 
This difference in opinion leads to an uncertainty in selecting an object/back, 
ground boundary by making the set "object region" a spectral fuzzy. Under 
this situation when several opinions arc available and none can be discarded, 
an algorithm has been developed here that gives due respect to aU the opinions, 
minimizes image ambiguity (d = d, + d2 ) over the resulting band of member
ship functions, and then takes a collective soft decision by providing a set of 
thresholds along with their certainty values. A hard (crisp) decision may 
correspond to one with maximum certainty value. The concept of soft thresh
olding is natural and also appropriate to avoid committing ourselves to a 
specific thresholding when the regions in an image are ill-defined (fuzzy). 

It should be mentioned here that the concept of spectral fuzzy set is not the 
same as that of probabilistic set [11 J or interval-valued fuzzy set [12] or fuzzy 
set of type 2 [13] or ultrafuzzy set [7], which have also considered the 
difficulty in settling a definite degree of fuzziness (ambiguity) by relaxing the 
requirement for a precise membership function. Elements of a fuzzy set of type 
2 have membership grades that arc thclllselves type 1 (ordinary) fuzzy sets 
defined in the unit interval [0,1] rather thull points in [0, IJ. Fuzzy sets of type 
n are also characterized by n-step rcl.: II rsi vely defined ambiguity. Interval 
valued fuzzy sets are characterized by membership grades that are closed 
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intervals (segments) in [0, II rather than single numbers. An ultraruay set is a 
type 2 fuzzy set that expresses membershir grades as fuzzy numbers, e.g., 
"approximately 0.6," "close to 0.8", etc, These measures consider individual 
membership imprecision. In probabilistic set theory [II], the value of a 
membership function is regarded as a random variable to account for the 
membership variabdity among a set or individuals. A concept 01" probabdistic 
measure space is introduced there through a parameter srace that plays an 
important role in dealing with the ambiguity and is expected to be adopted 
suitably according to each situation. 

The spectral fuzzy sets, on the other hand, handle the aforesaid difficulty in 
settling a membership value or a delinitc degree of fuzziness by simply 
collecting various rossible membershir functions or the set rellecting an 
individu<..ll's (or several individuals ') opinion on it. In other words, it is 
characteri/.ed with a set or membership I'unctions (where each meIllbershir 
grade is attached to one of the membership functions) rather than with 
set-valued membership grades (where the source of membership grades is 
forgotten). The extent of opinion (srectrum) may be restricted by the bound 
functions of Murthy and Pal 1141. Variance of a probabilisitc sct (which 
indicates a disordered degree of judgement) is to some extent analogous to the 
measure" spectral index" (d,) of the spectral fuzzy sct. 

2. DEFINITIONS 

A fuzzy subset F or the universe or discourse f is dcrllll:d as 

F= UJ1.,..(x j )!xl , j = 1,2, ... , n ( 1) 
} 

where F has a finite number of supports x I' X 2' ... , X /I' When the support of 
F is a continuum, 

F = / I~ I: ( x) ! x , (2 ) 
, v' 

where the integral sign stands for thc union of the fuzzy singletons. 
J1.F: J1.-+ [0, IJ is the compatibility or membership function or F and JJ./'( x) 

denotes the degree of belonging of x to the sct F. 
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A spectral fuzzy subset F having n supports is ch:.lraeteril.cd by il set or i.\ 

b;lnd (spectrum) of r membership functions (relkcting r opinions) and may be 
rcprcsenlCU as 

F = U [ U JJ.'> ( x J / xJ] , I = 1,2, ... r, j:=.I,2, ... n. 
J I 

(3) 

r, the number of membership functions, may be called the cardinality of the 
opinion sct. JJ.(,..( x) denotcs the degrec of belonging of XI to the sct F 
according to Ith Incll"lbership function. 

In case lj; is not finite, 

r (4 ) 

: I. f/f.fGHT OF f 

(5) 

where 
\ 

j::;: 1,2, ... , n, I::;: 1,2, ... ,r 

2.2. WIDTlI OF F 

(6) 
f' 

where 

JJ. is a certain mcmbership function. li is the ordercd set of supporting elcmcnts 
having in their scts of opinions maximum mcmbership ~ JJ. and minimum 

membcrship ~ JJ.. 
When JJ. = 0.5, li constitutes a banu of cross-over points. For an ordinary 

fuzzy set, hf(F)::;: wd(F) = O. 
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2.3. BASIC OPERA nONS 

Let F and G be two spectral fuzzy subsets of if; characterized by r 

membership functions (opinions). LeI SF(X) and Sc(x) represent the or
dered set of r membership values or x) (obtained from these functions) to the 
sets F and G, respectively. Then 

i=I,2, ... ,r (7) 

i= 1,2, .•.. ,r,xj Eif;. (8) 

JliF(X) and Jl'~(X) denote the ith (ordered) membership value of x j to the 
sets F and G, respectively. 

Union of F and G may be dclincd as 

FUG= U[ UJl1FU(i(Xj)/Xj ], (9) 
) I 

where 

Intersection of F and G may be defined as 

F nG = U[ U JliF n c ( xJ /x j ] , x·Eif; ( 11 )
) 

) r 

where 

The complement of F is defined as 

i=I,2, ... ,r (13) 
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F is equal to 0, i.e., F=O, iff 

( 14) 

G is a subset of F, i.e., 0 ~ F, iff 

(15) 

The cxth power of F is defined as 

i=1.2 •... ,r. (16) 

3. MEASURES OF AMBIGUITY OF SPECTRAL FUZZY SETS 

The degree of fuzziness as measured by the terms index of fuzziness, 
en/ropy, and index of crispness [8-IOJ gives the average global level 
ambiguity or difficulty in deciding whether an clement would be considered as 
a member. of a set or not. Besides this ambiguity or difficulty, there is one 
more difficulty, in the case of spectral fuzzy sets, in assessing the membership 
value of an element. Therefore, a sp-fuzzy set is characterized by two types of 
ambiguity, namely, (1) the ambiguity is assigning a membership value to an 
clement, and (2) the basic ambiguity expressed by assigning its membership 
value in that set. 

Let d l and d2 represent these difficu~ties. Then as d l reduces to zero (i.e., 
there is no difference in opinions), a sp-fuzzy set becomes a fuzzy set. If, in 
addition, d2 decreases to zero, the fuzzy set further reduces to its crisp version 
(nearest ordinary set). 

The functional nature of d 2 (if expressed by entropy or index of fuzziness 
or index of crispness) of a fuzzy set A characterized by a membership function 
JlA(X), xEy;, is as follows: 

(i) d 2( A) is maximum when JlA(X) = 0.5 for all x 
(ii) d 2( A) is minimum when JlA( x) ::::. a or 1 for all x 
(iii) d2 ( A) = d2 ( Al, A' being the complement set of A 
(iv) d2(A)~ d 2(A·) where A· is a sharpened version of A such that 

~ 0.5 ( 17) 
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A can	 be obtained by the INT operator, defined as 

III NT ( x) = 2 11~ ( x) i f 0 ..') :.,~ 11 A ( x) ~ 0 

= 1- 2 (I - 11/1 ( X ) ) 2 if I ? 11 A ( x) ? 0.5 ( I8) 

Regarding d]. it is assull1eu that the dillcrellce in opinions is low for those 
elements (suppons) whose degree of inclusion or possibility of belonging to a 
set is subjectively very low or very high. The variation in opinion, on the other 
h,md, is high for those suppons whose degree; of belongingness is fairly 
medium. This characteristic of d , seems to be intuitively appealing. For 
examplc, consider a sp-fuzzy set F, labeled "tall men" over the range 5 feet 
to 7 feet. The differcnce in opinIons (or difrlcu~ty in assessing a mcmbcrship) 
as xpressed would be high around 5 feet 5 inches and would not be less than 

~ 

those around 5 feet or 7 feet in any way. 
On the basis of this concept, let us define "Sepctral Index" e to give, in a 

global sense, a quantitative measure of thc average differences (or disagree
ment) of opinion in assigning a membership value to a .suppon. If F is a 

7'~ ...'	 s -fuzzy subset having n suppons and r membership functions, e( F) may be 
dcfmed as 

O(F) = d,(F) = ~ L e), j= 1,2, ... JI	 ( 19) 
) 

I ? 0) ? () (20) 

where 

if r is even	 (21 a)5=1/ 2(rr_ I ), 

_ /(r+l) if r is odd.	 (21 b)- I 2r' 

The following points are noteworthy. 

(i) The term 5 in the numerator of Equation (20) is included to make e
j 

(average disagreement corresponding to jth support) lie between 0 and 1. It is 
to be noted that 8j computes the difference between any two opinions in a set 
and then r c averages over all such combinations. 

1 
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(ii) OJ = 0 when fl~'(X) = fli,..(X) for all i, I Jnd j; i.e., for an ordinary 
fuzzy set with single membership function. 

(iii) when r is even, OJ is maximum ( = 1) if there are r /2 unity values and 
r /2 zero values in the opinion set. 

(iv) when r is odd, OJ is maximum if the opinion set contains (r + ))/2 
unity values and (r - 1)/2 zero values or vice versa. 

(v) O(F) = O(F'), F' being the complement set of F 
(vi) Let us consider two ordered opinion sets with r = 3 for the jth 

supporting clement as 

S,..(X,) = [0.5 0.49 0.48] (22a) 

and 

Sc(X;)=[O.SI 0.5 0.49]. (22b) 

Here O/F) and O;(C) have the same value. But if the contrast enhancement 
operator (INT) [Equation (18)] is applied to each element of thcse sets, it is 
found that 0;< F) decreases whereas OJ(C) increases. The INT operator makes 
a fuzzy set lead towards crisp. Therefore, though SF and Sc are of equal 
spectral index, they are different at a higher (in the sense of crispness) stage. 
Se, having an equal number of members on either side of the crossover point, 
possesses higher e value, indicating its greater contrast as compared to SF' 

4. (D1S)SIMILARITY WITH OTHER CONCEPTS 

I 
There have been several attempts lO deal with the difficulty in settling a 

definite degree of fuzziness (ambiguity) by relaxing requirement for a precise 
membership function and by making the distinction between grades of mem
bership blurred. Various sets defined in this way include probabilistic sets 
[11J, interval-valued fuzzy sets [12L type 2 fuzzy sets [13] and ultrafuay sets 
[7 J. Their concepts are not the same as that of the spectral fuzzy sets described 
in this paper. 

By definition, an ordinary fuzzy set is a type J fuzzy set and the elements of 
a type 2 fuzzy set have membership grades that themselves are type I fuzzy 
sets defined in the unit interval [0, 1J rather than points in [0, I]. For example, 
consider a type 2 fuzzy set "young" defined with a (I - S) type function over 
the crisp set of ages X:::: {5, 10,20,30,40,50,60,70}. Here the membership 
grades assigned to the elements x E X are type 1 fuzzy sets such as middle, 
high, not low, and so on defined on some set 

Y = {0,0.1, ... n.ll,l} c; [0, I]. (23) 
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Therefore, one may write the fuzzy grade of type 2 ruzzy set" young" as 

f(II,)E[O, I] (24) 

and for x = 30 

J.L)\lUIl~ (30) = middle. say 

= 0.3/0.3 + 0.7/0.4 + I/O. S + 0.7 /0 .6 +0 .3/0.7 (2S) 

Fuzzy sets of type n (n = 1,2 ... ) arc characterized by n-step recursl vely 
defined ambiguity. Realistic meaning of the set declines as n incrcJses. 

An ultrafuzzy set is a type 2 fuzzy set that expresses membership grades as 
fuzzy numbers, e.g .. J.L y"un,.:(30) = "approximately 0.6" or "close of 0.6." An 
interval valued fuv.y set is charactcri/.ed by membership gr:..ldes that :..Ire 
segments (closed intervals) in lO, I \ rather than single numbers, e.g. 
J.L)oung(30) = [0.5, 0.7 J. The length of a segment or interval that indicates an 
amount of imprecision is small /high for the least/most ambiguous (in the sense 
of class-belonging) clements, 

The preceding measures consider individual membership imprecision. In 
probabilistic sets, the value of a membership function is essentially regarded as 
a random variable to account for the membership variabil ity among a set of 
individuals. A probabilistic set on a total space X is characterized [11 J by a 
defining function J.LA(X, w) that is a point (i.e., XE X)-wise (B, Bc)-measura
ble function from a parameter space (0, B, P) to a characteristic space 
(Oe. Be)' The parameter space is a probability space whose clements (depend
ing on observers' subjectivity) represent a standard of judgement in dealing 
with the ambiguity I and it is expected to be adapted suitably according to each 
situation. The spJce (Oe, Be) is a measurahle space. It consists of all degrees 
of ambiguity and adopts 10, II. Bore] set. 

For example, J.LY(lull~( a) in the notion of a probJbilistic set is a set or random 
numbers whose mean value is considcred \0 he the samc as the mcmbership 
value of thc corresponding (ordinary) fuv.y set. and variance muieatcs a 
disordcrcd degree of judgemellt. The variance is maximulll, S~lY, around 30 
(which are thc most ambiguous clements) and minimum around 5 or 70 (i.c., 
least ambiguous clements). Thc choice of a suiLJble parameter space (and 
hence the probJbilistic measure P) is thereforc crucial in its application. 

The spectral fuzzy sct, on the other hand. is seen to handle thc aforesaid 
difficulty in scttling a ddinitc Jcgrcc of rU/.zincss in (l set by SImply incorpural
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ing a collection of individual opiniolls ill its membership function. In other 
words, it is characterized by a set or Illembership functions (where each 
membership grade is attached to one of th~ membership functions) rather than 
with set-valued membership grades (where the origin of membership grades is 
forgotten). Also, no concept of probability is used here. 

For example, a spectra fuzzy set" young" characterized by a set of four 
linear and nonlinear functions 

X-5)2

J1.1 ( x) = I - 2(55 ' 32.5 ~ x ~ 5 

= 2 ( x - 60) 2 60 ~ x ~ 32.555 ' 

= 0, x~60 (26) 

" (X-S)UJ1.~ ( x) = I - 65- (27) 

1() (X-S)J1.' x=l- 55' 60 ~ x ~ 5 

= 0, x ~ 60 (28) 

(29) 

has membership values at X = 30 as 
i 

J1. yo ""R(30) = {0.58,O.76,0.54,0.62} (30) 

where each membership grade is obtained from one of the aforesaid four 
membership functions. The spectral index f) at x = 30, representing the degree 
of difference in opinion regarding its membership grade, is to some extent 
analogous to the measure" variance" of a probabilistic set at that point. 

The extent of opinion (spectrum) may be restricted by the bound functions 
of Murthy and PaJ ll4j. 

S. SOFT THRESHOLDING AND OBJECT BACKGROUND 
CLASSIFICATION 

In this section we will be demonstrating the usefulness of spectral fuzzy sets 
as a tool for the management of uncertainty in the image thresholding problem. 
The problem of gray-level thresholding plays a key role in image processing 
and recognition. For example, in enhancing contrast in an image. we need to 
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select a proper threshold level so that some suitable nonlinear transformation 
can highlight a desirable set of piXel intensities compared to others. Similarly, 
in image segmentation, one needs proper histogram thresholding where the 
ohjective is to estahlish houndaries to partition the image spaee (crisply) into 
meaningful rcgitHls. 

When the regions in an image are ill-defined (i .e., l'uz.zy), it is natural and 
also appropriate to avoid committing ourselves to a specific segmentation hy 
allowing the segments to be fuzzy sllb~\('ts of the image. Again, when the 
histogra'm contains a flat valley or some [ucal minima in the valley, selection of 
a particular threshold becomes questionable as far as its certainty is concerned. 
In other words. it may then be appropriate to determine a (or a set of) 
threshold(s) associated with its (their) certainty value(s). 

There have been some attempts in this regard that developed various tools 
and methodologies [4, 10, 15- IS] using ruzzy set theory for ohject extraction, 
. kcleton extraction, edge (contour) extraction, ctc. Let us consider. for exam
pic, a recent approach to object extraction [161 hy de[-lI1ing an S type 
mcmhcrship function (on the gray scale) to characterize a fU/.zy set "object 
region." The memhership plane thus ohtained from all image is initially varied 
hy changing its cross-over point. An optimum plane, in the sense of l11inimiz

__ ing some measure (e.g" entropy or index of ruainess or compactness), is then 
extracted, The clements of the optimum plane denole the degree of helonging 
of various levels (pixels) to the set "object region," thus representing the 
segment (i.c., ohject) as a fuuy subset or the image. r:or the purpose or crisp 
segmentation. the cross-over pt)int (heing the most ambiguous point) of the 
optimum plane may be taken as a threshold. 

~n the precedtng example (espccially when the regions arc ill-defined), 
opinions may vary among individuals while defining a memhership function, 
i.e., in assigning a mcmbership grade to a gray lewl denoting the degree of its 
belonging to the ohject region. This ditlcl'l:nce in opinion leads to an uncer
tainty in selecting an optimum fuzzy segmented: subset (and hence an 
object/background boundary) by making the set "object region" a spectral 
fuzzy. 

Under this situation, whcn several opinions are availahle and none can he 
discarded. an algorithm has been developed hcre that gives due respect to all 
the opinions, minimiz.es imagc ambiguity d = ell + d 2 (Section 3) over the 
resulting hand of membership functions, and then takes a collective son 
decision by providing a set of thresholds along with their certainty values. 
Hard (crisp) decisions may correspond to ones with max imum certainty value, 
i.e., for which the difficulty in deciding it as a boundary level (objects or 
hackground) is minimum (maximum), taking into account various opinions. 

This not only demonstrates a way to manage uncertainty arising from 
various opinions in defining a membcrship function, but it also provides a 
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useful method of extracting soft thresholds for ill-defined image regions, i.e., 
when the selection of a particular threshold Jnay become questionable. Besides, 
it also indicates a way that the uncertainty that arises. in general, from blurring 
of the membership-grade (or from relaxation of the requirement for a preeise 
membership function) can be managed in taking a decision. Again, although 
the problem of image segmentation is considered here, as an example, the 
same argument also holds good for other problems e.g., skeleton extraction 
and edge extraction of an image where incertitude arises from ill-defined 
region boundaries and various opinions on membership values. 

Before explaining the algorithm, a definition of an image in the light of 
spectral fuzzy sets, various membership functions used, and a definition of the 
spectral index of an image are given in the following sections. 

5./. IMAGE DEFINITION 

. An image X of size M x Nand L levels can be considered as an array of 
full.y singlelons. where each singleton is characterized by a set or r member
ship grades denoting its degree of brightness relative to some brightness level 
I, I = 0, 1,2, ... I L - I by r opinions. In the notion of spectral fuzzy sets we 
may write (as an extension of the image definition based on fuzzy sets [4. 19 J) 

X = U U[ U Il'.\ ( X III J/ ) / ( x III fI )] • 

m fI I 

m=I,2, .... M; n= 1,2, ... , N; i == J ,2, ... ,r (31) 

Here ll
i
x(Xmn ) or J.L1~fln (0 ~ J.L~IIII ~ I) denotes the grade of possessing some 

property J.L rnn (e.g., brightness, darkness, edginess, smoothness) by the (m, n)th 

pixel intensity according to the ith membership function (or opinion). x llln 

One may usc either global or local information of an image in defll1ing a 
membership function characterizing some property. For example, brightness or 
darkness properties can be defined in terms of a gray value of a pixel x ",n 

whereas edginess, smoothness, or textural properties need the neighborhood 
information of a pixel to define their membership functions. Similarly. posi
tional or coordinate information is necessary, in addition to gray-level and 
neighborhood information, to characterize a dynamic property of an image. 

Again, the aforesaid information can be used in a number of ways (in its 
various functional forms), depending on individual opinion and/or the problem 
at hand, to define a requisite membership function for an image property. 
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5.2. SPECTRAL MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS 

Two kinds of spectral fuzzy membership functions .are used here in the 
object extraction algorithm. These reprcsent a set of r bright membership 
planes of an image and characteri/l: thCIThy an "ohjcct region" as a spectral 
fuzzy set. 

Let us assume that thc object region corresponds to a higher gray level than 
the background region of an image X, and I is the gray level value of the 
(m, n)th pixel intensity xlI/n' Then /.<,,(X,,",), denoting the degree of possess
ing brightness property or degree of belonging to the object region of (orX 11111 

of Icvel () according to the ith orinion, may be ,defined as 

J.L'x ( X 111 ,,) = J.L'J. ( I ) = U {S ( I ; a, 0, c) + 7r ( I ; 6 b) b) a ,} (32) 
I 

where 

i= 1,2, ... ,T 

S(X; a, 0, c):::: 0, x~u 

=2((x-u)/(c-a))2, a~x~o 

::::1-2((x-c)/(C-u))2, b~x~c 

::::: I, X)c (33 ) 

with 

b :::: (a + c) /2, the cross-over poi nt 

and 

7r(X;',k)::::S(X;k-"k-~,k), x~k 

:::: I-S(X;k,k+~,k+'), x) k. (34) 

Equations (33) and (34) denote, respectively, the standard S function and the 
standard 7r function [20]. a, is a positive or negative real number, I a i I ~ I, 
and at is introduced to make fJ.'\,(XI/",) lie helween zero and one. a, therefore 
controls the height and width of the It \ r1anc. 
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Equation (32) represents a set or r membership values (opinions) of x lilt! 

regarding its degree of belonging to llle object region. The di ITerence in 
opinion as explained in Section 3 is maximum around b and decreases towards 
a and c. The standard S function is i1"isumed here to have a variation 
(modulation) characterized by a standard 11 function. 

The second version, on the other hand. consists of various forms of 
monotonically nondecreasing functions [0 represent a co~lection of opinions on 
the bright membership plane J.Lx(x"",). In othcr words, 

1==0,1,2, .... L-1 (35) 

where 

(36 ) 

and 

(J7) 

I denotes the gray level value of x mn . (3 and 'Yare positive constants and they 
control the height and width of the J.L x plane. 

Figures I and 2 show the functional forms of Equations (32) and (35) for 
various parameter values with a = 5 and c = 25. 

5.3. SPECTRAL INDEX OF AN 1M/leE 

The spectral index of an image X of L levels, M rows, and N columns 
may be defined from Equation (19) as 

I ,~,~ 
O(X)= MNL LOmt!,fJI= 1,2 .... ,M, n = I ,2, .... N (38) 

III /I 
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1 

o ]1 

Fig. I. S~clral mcmbcrship funclion correspnnuing to EL\Ualioll (32). 

wh~re 

s[r~l r ]
0"'1/= r,.: J...I;II'~;;=+lllJ-~(XII/I/)-IJ-'.\(Xfll,,)1 

s - 1/ r if r is even - 2(r-l)'
 

_ /(r+l)

- I ., , if r is odd. (39) 

... r 

U h( I ) denotes the number of occurrences or the level I in X, then Equation 
(39) can be written as 

e(x)= ~NLO(/)h(/) (40) 
I 
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1 

o 31 
Fig. 2. Spectral mcmbcr~hip function corresponding to Equation (15) 

with 

s [r 
o(I ) = ~ k2;; 

I

I L
r 

II''. ( I ) - 1",. ( I ) I] , 
i = k + 1 

1:=0,1,2 .... ,L-l, l~e(/)~O (4J) 

j 

B( I) denotes, in a glohal sense, tin average amount of disagreement (or 
difficulty) is assigning a memhership value (unanimously) to a pixel for 
possessing some property. 

In the next section we will he describing how Equations (32), (35). and (40) 
can he used to give due respect to various opinions on memhership functions 
(when none can be discarded) and to makc a collective soft decision hy 
providing a set of thresholds ulong wilh their uncertainly values. Since we arc ..
interested only in demonstrating the usefulness of spectral fuzzy sets, i.e., [0 

show how the ambiguity in membership evaluation can be managed in the 
image segmentation problem, we have considered here an algorithm of Pal and 
Rosenfeld [161 for histogram thresholding that uses only the index of fuzziness 
as a measure of grayness ambiguity. Other measures of grayncss amoiguity 
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(c.g., enlropy. indcx ofcrlspncss 1<J.IOI) and spalial ambiguity (e.g., compact
ncss) can also bc used in this regard. The mathcmatical framework of thc 
algorithm is available in [18 J. 

For the convenience of readers, the definition of the linear index of 
fuzziness o( X) of an image X with respect to a fuzzy property If. \ (X,,",) is 
given next [4, 16, 18, 19J. 

(42) 

m= 1,2, ... ,M, n=!,2, .... N, O~&(X)~1 (43) 

where If. ( x/",,) dcnotes the nearest two-tone version of the 1f..I'( X,III) plane,s
l. e .. 

= I ir IJ \ ( X 11111) > 0.5. (44) 

If h( 1 ) denotes the number of occurrences of the level 1 ll1 X, then Equation 
(43) can be written as 

o(X) = /1N L T(I )11(/), I=O,I,2, ... ,L-l (45) 
I 

with 

T ( 1 ) :::: min [ If. x ( 1 )', ( 1 - If..\" ( ( ) ) ] . (46) 

o( X) denotes, in a global sense, an average amount of difficulty (ambiguity) in 
deciding whether a pixel x/fllr possesses some property If..Jx lI",) or not. In 
case there arc r opinions on the If. (x lI1 l/) plane, we may write x

2
o( X) = M Nr L L T' ( 1 ) h ( 1 ) (47) 

I I 
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whcre 

i=0,1,2, ... ,r, I=O,I,2, ... ,L~1 (4H) 

The algorithm for segmentation is descrihed in the next sectIon. 

5.4. ALGORITHM 

Input: An M X N image X with minimum and maximum gray levels 
I and I ,respectively,

I1IHl rna,;, 

Step J: Construct a spectral "bright illlagc" mcmbcrship plane {J./,( I), 

i = 1,2, ... ,r} with r opinions using Equation (32) or Equation (35) with 
b = I , some gray level, I ~ I, I ~ I and Li b = c - I :;::; I-a. Let 

£I 111"1 (/ ""'X 1/ II 

us dcnote this JJ..\. plane by JJ. x 1/£1' 

Step 2: Compute tile total amount or ambiguity in the above plane with 

d ( X) I II/ = [0 ( X) + <5 ( X )]12 (49) 

=2~NLO(/)h(/)+ M~rL LT'(/)h(/) 
I I I 

where B( X) and o( X) arc defined by Equations (40) and (47), respectively. 
d( X) determines the total amount of incertitude (difficulty) in assigning a 
uniquc brightness membcrship value to a pixel and in deciding whethcr it will 
be considcred as bright or not. Notc that B( I) was absent and r was 
considered to be unity in the algorithm of Pal and Rosenfeld [161. 

Step 3: Vary I from I to I , compute d( X) of various JJ. x planes
q ll11n max 

thus obtained and select the onc corresponding to I = I say, for whichI 
(/ I 

d( X) is a minimum. 
The spectral fuzzy subset JJ. x corresponding to I = I , can be viewed as 

(/ I 

optimum in the sense of its minimum d value, because for any other selection 
of I , the d value will be greater than this. This can be further veri fied from 

q 
Equation (50), which shows that the minimum value of d( X) would always 
correspond to the valley region of the histogram having number or occurrence 
h( I) low. 
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The band of cross-over points corresponding to the optimum spectral fuzzy 
subscH; /l \ I( ._ ( can be regarded as the range of possible thresholds. In other 
\\'ords, the s~t ~ corresponding to width we/(O.5) of /l x I( = I represents the 
OLltpl t threshold levels arising out of r opinions. It is t~ b~ noted that the 
cardinality of u denoting the number of resulting thresholds is always less than 
or equal to r. 

Oil/pur; Various threshold levels l(lp.ether with their d values computed 
(on t eir respective opinion sets on the /l \'\1 '" ( plane) as 

'I 

d( I) = 8( I) + L T'( I), i=I,2,oo.,r, (51 ) 
i 

8( I) and T( I) being defined by Equations (41) and (48). The value of d 
associated with a level denotes the degree of difficulty (easiness) in deciding 
unanimously that it is a member of the object or background (boundary). 

For the purpose of nonfuzzy (hard) segmentation, we Illay thercl'ore select 
the one among the various output thresholds for which d( I) is maximum, i.e., 
Inc level for which the difficulty in deciding that it is a boundary level is 
minimum, taking into account various opinions. 

When there is no disagreemcnt in opinion on thc membership function, i.c., 
a single membership function is used to definc the bright image plane, 
O( I) = 0, and the crisp threshold corresponds to the cross-over point (which is 
the most ambiguous point) of the resulting optimum /l.\ planc (as obtained with 
the: algorithm of Pal and Rosenfeld [1(1). 

Since we arc intercstcd here (as mcntioned bcl'ore) mainly in demonstrating 
how the uncertainty that arises among individuals in defining a membership 
funuion can be managed in determining object/background thresholds and in 
showing a way of extracting a set of thresholds with their certainty values for 
ill-detined image regions (i.e., when thc sclection of a specific threshold may 
become questionable), we have adopted here a fuzzy set theoretic algorithm for 
histogram thresholding simply based on minimization of only g:ayness ambigu
ity on the bright membership plane. One may also use in thiS regard a similar 
algorithm based on minimization of geometrical ambiguity (or both grayness 
and geometrical ambiguity) on the brightness plane. 

5.5. RESULTS 

Figures 3(A), 4(A), and 5(A) show the images of .. Shu," "Boy," and 
"Biplane" with levels 32 and dimensions 96 x 99, 64 x 64, and 64 x 64, 
respectively. Their histograms (Figures 3(B), 4(B), and 5(B)) arc seen to have 
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Fig. 3. (a) Input "shu" image. (b) Histogram. 
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Fig, 5, (a) Input "biplanc" imagc, (b) Histogram, 
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TABLE I 

Soft Thresholds for Ohject EXlraclion 

a = O.~.O.I,O. -0.1, a = 0.5, O. - 0.2. a = 0.5.0.1.0.2. 
-0.2,-0.3 - O.}, - 0.5 0, - 0.5.... 
{THl	 {TH} {TH} 

Shu Bo)' Bip d( I) Shu Boy Bip d( I) Shu Boy Hip d( I) 

16 8 12 2 to 15 7 11 0.69 14 H 11 1.48 
17 9 13 ( .H6 16 8 12 1.00 15 <) 12 1.00 

17 9 l3 1.48 • 16 10 11 0.6<) 

llat valleys in general and several 1001 minIma, particularly for the Boy 
histogram. Tables 1 and 2 show the V:IIIOUS sets of thresholds obtained from 
object-background classification when different membership functions (opin
ions) corresponding to Equations (32) allJ (35) with tl!J = 4 were considered 
to extract the brightness membership plane. The amount or d( I) value 
associated with each possible threshold is also listed in the tables. Note thai the 
d( I ) values shown (by Equation' 51) arc not normalized. 

Figures 6-8 show the thresholded versions of input images corresponding to 
(hose detected levels. The set of thresholded images thus obtained for an input 
y laki g a collective decision (on various opinions) are seen to have not much 

difference among themselves. Single (hard) thresholds produced by various 
nonfuzzy approaches [21, 221 for object extraction of these images were seen 

~.,	 to correspond to one of those obtained here. The incorporation of the concept 
of spectral fuzzy set thus makes the selection soft by resulting in a band of 
possible thresholds (instead of a single threshold) with their respecti ve ambigu
ity (uncertainly) values. 

TABLE 2 

SlJft Thre:-.holds I'm Ohjeci EXl racl ion 

13=: I.O,2ll,.\.ll 13 = 1 n, 20 ..\.0. 3..) {i = I. (). 2. (). 3 0, .\. <j, 4. () 
l' = 1..),20 l' -= 15.2.0 1'=1.5,2.0 

{TH}	 (TH) {TH} 

Shu Boy Bip d( I) Shu Boy Bip d( I ) Shu Boy Bip d( I ) 

14 H 11 1.73 14 H II 1.77 14 H 11 1.79 
15 9 12 1.98 15 9 12 2.07 15 9 12 2.13 
16 10 l3 1.66 16 10 J3 I.H5 16 10 13 2.01 
17 II 14 1.42 17 1I 14 1.79 17 11 14 2.10 
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Fig. 6 Thrc~holded version of "shu" image. (a) Thrc~hold = 14. (b) Threshold:o; 15.
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Fig. 6. (continued) (c) Threshold = 16 (d) Thrc~hold = 17.
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Fig. 7. Thresholdcd version of "boy" image. (a) Thrc~hold = 7. (b) Thrc.\hold = S.
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(c)
 

Fig. 7. (conrinl/i?d) (e) Thre~hl)IJ ""- II.
 

A~ expected, the threshold having maximum d-value depends greatly on the 
choices of ex for Equation (32), and of {3 and 'Y for Equation (35). When ex 
makes the sp-membership functions consists of more low /high valued opinions 
as compared to Zadeh's standard function, the most preferable (ccrtain) 
threshold is ~een (2nd and 3rd parts of Table I) to move towards the right/left 
of the gray scale. The case with Equation (35) is similar. The range of 
thresholds depends to somc extent on the degree of difference in opinion (c.g., 
minimum for part I of Table I and maximum for Table 2). 

Again, since 'U I ~ r, the results that would have becn obtaincd by 
considering the membership functions individually may not necessarily be the 
same as those obtained here, because the later one involves collective decision. 

6. DIS<l:USS10N 

A new concepl of spectral fuuy set has been introduced for the manage
mcnt of uncertainty in the subjectivc assignment of mcmbership functions 
characteri/.ing a fuzzy sct (or of membership values to the clements of a fuzzy 
sct). It is characterized by a set of individual opinions on a membership 
function (where each membership grade is attached to one of the membership 
functions) rather than with set-valued membership grades (where the origin of 
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mcmbership grades is forgotten). Thc way it differs from type 2 fuZl.y set, 
ui ra fuzzy set, interval valucd ruzzy sct, and probabilistic set is explaincd. The 
incertilude due to spectral ness of the membership function has been defincd. It 
is to e mcntioned hcre that the extent of the hcight and width of spectral 
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Fig. 8. Thresholded version of" biplane" Image. (a) Threshold = II. (b) Threshold = 12.
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membcrship function may bc restricted by the bound functions formulated 
rccently by Murthy and Pal [14,181. 

Finally, its necessity and appropriatcncss for the imagc processing/analysis 
problcm has bccn dcmonstratcd. It has becn found that the sp-fuzzy set can be 
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Fig. 8. (continued) (c) Throhold 13. (d) Threshold = 14.
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considered as a helpful tool for the management or uncertainty in selection or d 

thrc hoi rroll an ambiguous flat valley by taking a soft decision and resulting 
in a band of thresholds (instead of a single threshold) with their respective 
cC'rtainties. 

A though we have adopted here an algorithm for object extraction that 
con:idl: :-; only grayness ambiguity on the bright membership plane. one may 
also usc geometrical ambiguity or textural ambiguity in demonstrating the 
usefulness of spectral fuzzy sets. Furthermore, the problems of edge detection 
and s 'ckton extraction (where incertitude arises from ill-dcl-med regions and 
J~Ir"OUS opinions on membership values), and any experl system type applica
tion (where dil'l'crcncc in experts' opinion~ leads to an uncertainty) may also be 
handkd with this framework. 

The uutllOrs gru/cji,!!y uckllow!edr,e !'ndnsor !J. !JIII/u MUjllll/(ler .lor .)IIr.r,csflllr. 
/he name 0/ tile set itflroduced here. They ure u!so lhullk/u! to Ms. I\im Ilerho/(I und 
Ms. Dianne Rader for typing lhe manuscript. One of the aulllors (Dr. Po!) Is grutefu!to 
the Natlona! Academy of Sciences, US.A. for jJrovidinf, IIi'" UII NNC-NA,)'/1 Reseurch 
AS5oc/ateshijJ 10 work ul fhe Lyndon n. Johll.\(l1J ,<;jwce Ccn/er, ilou.\/(}n, Tex{/.) , alld tu 
Dr. RO!ICrt N. Lea for his ill/('(('sl in 1!lls work. nr. I>,,! 1.1' {(!so r.rule/iil 10 the In(/Iall 
,)tull.\tlclI! 11l.\f/tllfc, ClI!ClIl/lJ, for ,\lJncfWnlnf, !JJ.\ !('(lI'(' .fro!ll the 110.\1 of jJroji'.\.)or. 
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